Energies of the hollow molecules CH 2þ 4 and NH 2þ 3 with double vacancies in the 1s shells have been measured using an efficient coincidence technique combined with synchrotron radiation. The energies of these states have been determined accurately by high level electronic structure calculations and can be well understood on the basis of a simple theoretical model. Their major decay pathway, successive Auger emissions, leads first to a new form of triply charged ion with a core hole and two valence vacancies; experimental evidence for such a state is presented with its theoretical interpretation. Preedge 2-hole-1-particle (2h-1p) states at energies below the double core-hole states are located in the same experiments and their decay pathways are also identified.
Double core-hole (DCH) states of atoms and molecules, with two vacancies in inner shells, have long been objects of interest. DCH atoms have been studied both theoretically and experimentally [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . For molecules, however, only theoretical studies [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] have been available hitherto. More than two decades ago, Cederbaum et al. [11] predicted that the energies of DCH states where the 1s vacancies are situated on different atomic sites (two-site DCH) will exhibit more sensitive chemical shifts than the corresponding single core-hole (SCH) states, while those where the 1s vacancies are situated on the same atomic site (one-site DCH) exhibit much larger orbital relaxation effects than the corresponding SCH states. These predictions were reinforced by recent works of Tashiro et al. [17, 18] . Experimentally, both atomic and molecular DCH states can be formed by high energy impact of photons, electrons, or ions, but because of the line broadening consequent upon nuclear motion, molecular DCH states are difficult to detect either as ''hypersatellite'' Auger lines or in x-ray absorption.
The main experimental impediment to their study by single photon double ionization is that the cross sections are very small, of the order of 10 À4 of the single core-hole cross sections for one-site DCH and 10 À7 for two-site DCH. It has recently been pointed out that both DCH states should be efficiently formed and readily accessible to study by two-photon transitions using intense soft x-ray pulses from free-electron lasers (FELs) [16] , and experimental evidence for this has most recently been reported [19, 20] . Their formation and subsequent decay by multiple electron emission will be of considerable relevance to development of the hoped-for technique of structure determination by single-molecule x-ray diffraction using the same x-ray pulses [20] .
In this Letter we show that the difficulty of the small cross sections for the single photon double ionization can be overcome, at least for one-site DCH states, by a very efficient multicoincidence technique combined with synchrotron radiation from a storage ring. We report the energies of the ''hollow molecule'' 1s À2 states in CH 4 and NH 3 and also, thanks to the versatility of the coincidence technique, the energies of associated ''preedge resonances'' and of the major decay products from all the DCH states. We show that the energies of the DCH states are accurately reproduced by high level (CASSCF) molecular structure calculations, and can also be well understood by a simple physical model. The major decay pathway from the DCH states is found to be successive Auger emissions, leading first to a newly observed form of triply ionized state with one core-hole and two valence (CVV) vacancies, then finally to quadruply charged products. The main decay path of the DCH 2h-1p ''resonance'' is similar spectator Auger emission leading to a 3h-1p doubly charged excited state.
The key to extracting the very faint DCH signal from the strong background of more probable events is detection and analysis of at least three of the four electrons ejected in the overall process. A multiple coincidence technique is thus essential, together with a source of the monochromatic soft x-ray radiation. The major interfering background comes from emission of secondary electrons when primary high energy photoelectrons or Auger electrons hit solid surfaces. To clarify spectra of processes weaker than the main DCH formation we have modeled the secondary electrons as smooth distributions based on the observed low energy electron spectra, and have subtracted the resulting background in the form of two-dimensional
week ending 19 NOVEMBER 2010 coincidence maps, from the raw coincidence data. This procedure, which cannot generate false peaks but only remove false peaks from the spectra, will be described in detail elsewhere [21] .
Experiments were done on beam line U49/2-PGM-2 [22] at the storage ring BESSY-II in Berlin, using a magnetic bottle time-of-flight (TOF) analyzer [23, 24] for multiparticle coincidence detection. All ( > 90%) electrons from the intersection of the soft x-ray beam with an effusive jet of target gas were directed to a $2 m distant microchannel plate detector by the inhomogeneous field of a conical permanent magnet and a homogeneous solenoidal guiding field. The measured detection efficiency in these experiments was 53% and the numerical energy resolution, E=ÁE, for single electrons was about 50. Calibration of the conversion from electron TOF to energy was done using the known energies of Auger electrons from Xe, refined for each individual target gas, by the accurately known K-shell single ionization energies. Spectra of the DCH states in CH 4 and NH 3 are shown in Fig. 1 from experimental runs of about 2h duration, and the state energies are listed in Table I . Similar spectra were acquired at other photon energies (h ¼ 1000 eV for NH 3 , h ¼ 720 eV, and h ¼ 680 eV for CH 4 ) to confirm the observed features; they all show peaks at the same positions within the experimental uncertainty, though with statistics that are not as good. The spectra were extracted as electron pair energy sums from triple coincidences, where the sum of all three electron energies was constrained to lie within a range of AE50 eV from the expected position of the CVV triply ionized state in DCH decay. Attempts to extract similar spectra from either coincident pairs or from 4-electron coincidences were less successful, as the expected signals were lost in intense background noise. For CH 4 , at h ¼ 750 eV (99 eV above the DCH, 458 eV above the SCH) the DCH cross section is found from the coincidence counting rates and known detection efficiency to be 1=4000 of the SCH cross section. For NH 3 at h ¼ 950 eV (58 eV above DCH, 544 eV above SCH) the ratio is 1=6000.
In a second stage of analysis, knowing the energy of the DCH state we can extract from the same triple coincidence data, a spectrum which should reveal both the CVV intermediate state and the second Auger electron. The spectrum so obtained for NH 3 is shown as Fig. 2 , showing the main CVV triply ionized state at 475 eV and the quadruply ionized state around 133 eV; the caption gives more details. Because the CVV state spectrum is broader on the energy scale than the single DCH states, the statistics are not as good, and in the case of CH 4 they are not sufficient yet to yield a useful spectrum. However, from the CH 4 data we can report that the main CVV intensity is in the ionization energy range of 350 to 370 eV.
Similarly, a spectrum of singly charged ions showing DCH 2h-1p preedge resonances could be extracted from the triple or double coincidence data for NH 3 , and is shown in Fig. 3(a) . A broad peak representing the expected 2h-1p preedge group of resonance states is found at 880 eV ionization energy, 12 eV below the DCH edge. This is about 4 times the comparable gap in single core-hole formation (3.3 eV), as expected from the Z 2 dependence of binding energy. The peak is detected in coincidence with electrons emitted in decay from the preedge states to form a group of doubly charged states at around 456 eV. These are 3h-1p states created by spectator Auger emission, where a normal valence electron, not the excited electron falls into the core hole. They have one core hole, two valence holes, and an excited electron in a higher orbital. A weaker peak at 432 eV in Fig. 3(b) represents normal core-valence (CV) double ionization of NH 3 , and possibly a contribution from participator Auger decay from the 2h-1p resonance. The total intensity of normal CV double ionization at this photon energy is much higher than indicated in the figure, however, because the figure includes only those states formed in coincidence with one electron at the energy of the resonance. The observed CV intensity in Fig. 3(b) is no more than expected on the basis of the accepted fraction of the full electron energy range, so we conclude that the resonance decay is predominantly by the spectator process.
To validate and extend these experimental observations we have carried out high level molecular structure calculations at the equilibrium neutral geometries of CH 4 and NH 3 using the state-averaged complete-active-space SCF (SA-CASSCF) method [26] with the correlation-consistent polarized valence triple-zeta (cc À pVTZ) basis set of Dunning [27] . Depending on whether singly or doubly ionized states were considered, the configurations in the CASSCF method were restricted to those having one or two holes in the K-shell orbitals, respectively. The active 
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week ending 19 NOVEMBER 2010 space included the full valence orbitals consisting of all possible bonds derived from 2s and 2p orbitals. Calculations were carried out using the MOLPRO 2008 quantum chemistry package [28] . The results are compared with the experimental data in Table I. The table also contains ionization potentials (IP) for single core-hole creation, both experimental (cf. Refs. [24, 25] ) and calculated by CASSCF. The agreement between the experimental and theoretical values is good, as shown in Fig. 1 where the theoretical double ionization potentials (DIP) are shown as bars below the experimental spectra.
The energy differences
obtained experimentally and theoretically are also given in the table. Here, S i denotes the ith atomic site of the molecular species ionized. A large part of ÁE stems from the hole-hole repulsive energy and thus can be expected to be proportional to the atomic number Z. Indeed, ÁE is larger for the N 1s DCH state than the C 1s DCH state.
A more rigorous discussion about the DIPs can be formulated following the recipe given by Refs. [11, 17] . The SCH IP of a molecule can be approximated as
where S i is the orbital energy of the neutral molecule and RCðS
À1
i Þ is the generalized relaxation energy that includes both orbital relaxation energy and correlation energy. Analogously, a DCH DIP of the molecule at the same atomic site can be approximated as
Here V S i S i S i S i is the one-site two-hole electron repulsion integral which is available from ab initio calculations. Furthermore, the DCH relaxation energy RCðS [24, 25] (a) Preedge 2h-1p singly ionized states from twofold coincidences after background subtraction compared with a simply filtered DCH spectrum (b) from the data of Fig. 1(b) .
(c) Spectrum of doubly charged products in coincidence with the 2h-1p peak at 880 eV shown in (a). The peak at 432 eV represents direct core-valence ionization which occurs for all energies of the electrons, while the peak at 456 eV appears only in coincidence with 70 AE 5 eV electrons from formation of the 2h-1p ''resonance.'' FIG. 2. Triple coincidence spectrum selected within the range of the peak in Fig. 1(b) for DCH formation in NH 3 at h ¼ 950 eV. The main feature around 475 eV ionization energy represents the CVV triply ionized state reached by the first step of Auger decay from the hollow ammonia molecule. Part of the peak around 525 eV is an artifact caused by secondary electrons, but part, particularly around 550 eV, is attributed to the second Auger electron which terminates in quadruply charged final products at an ionization energy around 133 eV. Calculated CVV states (see text) are shown as bars. (1)- (3) we find
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(5) In Table I The 1s À2 DCH states themselves are single valued apart from vibrational structure, which from comparison with the SCH spectra can be expected to be resolvable for CH 4 but are less likely to be resolved for NH 3 . By contrast, the CVV, the fourfold valence (VVVV) ionized, and the preedge spectra will contain manifolds of electronic states. Because the overlap of the valence (2p-based) orbitals with 1s is weak, we expect the CVV spectra to resemble the pure double valence (VV) ionization spectra [29] quite closely, with little spin splitting from the core. In NH 3 , the low energy VV spectrum contains three main bands covering a range of about 10 eV from the ionizations 3a À2 1 , 1e À1 3a
À1
1 , and 1e À2 relative to the ground state configuration 1s 2 2s 2 1e 4 3a 2 1 . The measured and calculated Auger spectra [30] contain bands from higher configurations extending up to 35 eV above the lowest state. The CVV complex seen in Fig. 2 at around 475 eV is about 20 eV wide, compared with an estimated experimental resolution of 9 eV, so the DCH decay may populate states from all the configurations. To calculate the energies of the CVV states, the same SA-CASSCF method was used, with frozen HF orbitals of the neutral molecules for 1s. The calculated energies of the CVV states associated with the configurations 1s À1 3a À2
1 , 1s À1 1e À1 3a À1 1 , 1s À1 1e À2 , 1s À1 2s À1 3a À1 1 , and 1s À1 2s À1 1e À1 are shown as bars in Fig. 2 . From these calculations we can say that the states associated with the first three configurations cover the range from 470 to 497 eV, a 27 eV range, in close agreement with the model of a displaced VV spectrum. For the final quadruply ionized products our theoretical calculations of the states of an imaginary intact NH 4þ 3 molecule also agree well with experimental results. For CH 4 the CVV triply ionized states are calculated to lie in a range from 352 to 373 eV, in line with experiment, while the VVVV states are predicted in the range 119-145 eV [31] .
In summary, we have demonstrated that an efficient multiple coincidence technique makes it possible to acquire spectra of single-site DCH states in molecules formed by single photon ionization, without the need for intense soft x rays from a FEL. The 1s À2 DCH states of CH 4 and NH 3 have been located. The coincidence technique allows the related preedge resonances and the decay pathways of all the core-hole and core-excited states to be extracted from a single set of experimental data. The energies of the DCH states themselves and of the states involved in their decay can be accurately calculated and physically understood; similar calculations may guide future experiments.
